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Abstract:  Globalizing society faces an ever-expanding web of wicked problems. Community 
networks are at the heart of building the required collaboration capacity for achieving collective 
impact. One bottleneck is the process of common agenda setting among such widely diverging 
stakeholder networks. Participatory collaboration mapping can help build firmer actionable and 
conceptual common ground between existing projects, programs, and initiatives on which to 
base the common agenda-setting process in community networks. By jointly creating and 
aligning collaboration maps, stakeholders can catalyze, augment, and connect existing collective 
impact initiatives. To be scalable, this requires a knowledge base-driven approach. We introduce 
the CommunitySensor process model of participatory collaboration mapping for common 
agenda setting. We then outline the knowledge base architecture supporting this process. We 
apply the architecture to a case of participatory mapping of agricultural collaborations in 
Malawi. We illustrate some components of a knowledge base-driven participatory collaboration 
mapping process for common agenda setting: (1) working with a federation of collaboration 
ecosystem maps all sharing at least partially the same community network conceptual model; 
(2) building more actionable common ground through defining relevant conversation agendas;
(3) discovering conceptual common ground through semantic community network analysis.

Keywords: wicked problems, agenda setting, common ground, participatory collaboration mapping, 
community networks, knowledge bases  

Introduction 

We are indeed living in interesting times. Climate change is no longer a topic up for 
academic debate, but seems to be racing towards reaching irreversible tipping points. 
Environmental degradation; loss of biodiversity, habitats, and livelihoods; the rise of 
autocracy; wars and mass migration; the upheaval caused by global financial and economic 
systems that are out of control: the number and magnitude of interconnected wicked problems 
is increasing by the day. 

Wicked problems are called this way for a reason: they have no definitive formulation; 
have no stopping rule saying when a solution has been found; each such problem is 
essentially unique and can be seen as a symptom of yet another problem (Rittel and Webber, 
1973). Another way to characterize wicked problems is through there being a significant 
complexity of elements, subsystems and interdependencies; uncertainty with respect to risks, 
consequences of actions, and changing patterns; and divergence and fragmentation in 
viewpoints, values, and strategic intentions (Head, 2008). One could furthermore say that 
wicked problems are unstructured, cross-cutting, and relentless, in the sense that they never 
go away (Weber and Khademian 2008). Addressing such impactful, open-ended, ongoing 
problems is therefore essentially a political problem	of finding at least partial solutions 
reconciling "contentious differences among subpublics" (Rittel and Webber, 1973). 

Since wicked problems and their solutions are socially defined and power is distributed 
among many different stakeholders, a collaborative strategy, rather than an authoritative or 
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competitive strategy is often the only feasible way to go (Roberts, 2000). Addressing wicked 
problems therefore requires an ongoing effort of networks of stakeholders collaborating 
across many different dimensions. The challenge then becomes how to build an effective, 
scalable network with solid collaborative capacity in terms of long- and short-term problem-
solving capacity, improved policy performance, and the maintenance of accountability for 
public action (Weber and Khademian, 2008). 

A powerful paradigm for such collaborative networks to help grow sustainable and 
scalable solutions to wicked problems is for its participants to jointly work towards collective 
impact (Roberts, 2000; Weber and Khademian, 2008, Gwynne and Cairnduff, 2017). The 
essence of engaging in the collective impact framework is that a group of important actors 
from different sectors commits to a common agenda for solving a specific social problem, 
next to having a shared measurement system, mutually reinforcing activities, continuous 
communication, and backbone support organizations (Kania and Kramer, 2011). In this 
framework, many stakeholders come together and collectively engage to define wicked 
problems in all their complexities and priorities, and jointly develop, implement, and evaluate 
multifaceted solutions (Gwynne and Cairnduff, 2017). In true cross-sector collaborations for 
collective impact, however, no single actor monopolizes the power to set goals, shape the 
common agenda and determine key policies and practices (Henig et al., 2016). Collaborative 
communities - a new form of community focusing on the growth of alliances (Adler & 
Heckscher, 2006) - fit this emerging paradigm of collaboration. Still, collaborations for 
collective impact should generally not (just) be considered at the project or even collaborative 
community level, but at the societal level (Figure 1).  At this level, networks of overlapping 
communities of stakeholders of many different types - including communities of practice, 
communities of interest, local communities, online communities, and collaborative 
communities - align and weave their efforts together on an ongoing basis, focusing on 
common themes of interest (De Moor, 2018). As such, community networks embed and make 
the common agendas come alive that drive wicked problem solving. 

Figure 1: Society – a network of communities 

We define common agenda setting as the process of creating, using, and evolving a 
common agenda for collective impact for, with, and by the community network that owns the 
agenda. Weber and Khademian take a knowledge perspective on such a common agenda, 
calling it a common knowledge base. This knowledge base - rather than the usual top-down 
command and control processes - should form the premise of cooperation in wicked problem 
settings. Each participant sees the wicked problem through its own lens of hard-won 
individual knowledge - often in tacit form - and is interpreting it in its own community of 
discourse. The challenge is how to integrate these disparate forms of knowledge into a 
workable knowledge base particular to the wicked problem at hand. In other words, how can 
the knowledge base contribute to the collective collaborative capacity of the network, 
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including demonstrating accountability to the wide range of participating stakeholders (Weber 
and Khademian, 2008). 

Now what could such a "workable knowledge base" look like? How can it be designed, 
implemented, used, and adapted in practice? How can the knowledge base actually help to 
support the continuous process of developing of a common agenda in fragmented stakeholder 
networks? How can this shared understanding be used to arrive at relevant actions towards 
collective impact? How to engage, align, and scale up the efforts of the many different 
communities involved in addressing the wicked problem at hand? 

In (De Moor, 2017; De Moor et al., 2017; De Moor, 2018), we introduced our 
CommunitySensor methodology for participatory community network mapping and showed 
how it can be applied to processes of participatory collaboration mapping for collective 
impact. In (De Moor, 2017), we outlined the process of the methodology by introducing the 
community network development cycle. In (De Moor, 2018), we focused on the knowledge 
structures being generated by and driving the mapping processes by introducing a community 
network ontology. In the current paper, we explore how the CommunitySensor methodology 
can be used to buttress the common agenda setting process for collective impact. We do so by 
first introducing our process model of participatory collaboration mapping for common 
agenda setting. We then introduce the knowledge base architecture used to support this 
common agenda setting process. We illustrate how the architecture was used to find different 
kinds of common ground in Malawian agricultural stakeholder collaborations. We end the 
paper with a discussion and conclusions. 

A process model of participatory collaboration mapping for common 
agenda setting 

In (De Moor, 2017), we defined participatory community network mapping as the 
participatory process of capturing, visualizing, and analyzing community network 
relationships and interactions and applying the resulting insights to  community network 
sensemaking, building, and evaluation purposes. We introduced the main process model of 
the CommunitySensor methodology - the community network development cycle - consisting 
of four stages: community network mapping, sensemaking, building, and evaluation. In the 
mapping stage, community members map relevant fragments of their community networks. In 
the sensemaking stage, relevant sets of stakeholders discuss and interpret those partial maps, 
reaching consensus on focal issues, priorities, and next actions. These mapping and 
sensemaking processes often need to be reiterated several times in the sensemaking sub-cycle. 
The issues, priorities, and next actions that are arrived at in the sensemaking stage form inputs 
for the subsequent community network building process. In the final stage, community 
members evaluate the results of those interventions, and capture essential results on the map, 
starting the next iteration of the cycle. 

The thrust of the process prescriptions of CommunitySensor is in the mapping and 
sensemaking stages in which the collaboration context of the community network is being 
charted and interpreted. As to the community network building stage, the methodology does 
not prescribe how to intervene in community networks. It augments other methodologies that 
may already be in use and provide community (network) building guidelines, including 
methodologies such as cultivating communities of practice (Wenger et al, 2002), network 
weaving (Krebs and Holley, 2004; Holley, 2012), social innovation approaches (e.g. Murray 
et al., 2010) or any community network-specific way of building its collaboration capacity. 

Still, we need to expand our own process model if we are to more closely align our 
mapping approach with those related community network building methodologies. Rather 
than starting from scratch, we aim to ground our conceptualization in existing conceptual 
frameworks for building and evaluating community networks for collective impact. Two 
dimensions we need to explore here are how to (1) guide community network building efforts 
towards collective impact and (2) evaluate the efforts of community networks in contributing 
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towards these efforts. To this purpose, we ground our process model in the existing collective 
impact and value creation frameworks. This grounding is exploratory only. In future research, 
we will explore the connections with those frameworks sketched here in more detail. 

Working together towards collective impact: the collective impact framework 

The first framework we examine is the collective impact framework that has already been 
used widely to structure scalable collective impact capacity building efforts (Kania and 
Kramer, 2011; Hanleybrown et al, 2012). It lists five conditions of success: (1) a common 
agenda based on a shared vision, a common understanding of the problem and agreed upon 
actions; (2) shared measurement of results to keep efforts aligned and participants 
accountable; (3) mutually reinforcing activities allowing for differentiation within a mutually 
reinforcing plan of action; (4) continuous communication to build trust, alignment, and 
common motivation; and (5) backbone support organization(s) that helps drive the initiative 
and coordinate participation.  

The key concept we take from the framework is the common agenda. Our maps - and 
views on those maps - of the collaboration ecosystem of a community network in essence 
form a visual knowledge base representing this common agenda. However, participatory 
collaboration mapping is not about the knowledge artefacts. Primarily, it is about the 
processes in which this knowledge is captured in the mapping stage, made actionable in the 
sensemaking stage, put to work in the building stage, and taken to the next level in the 
evaluation stage. The other four collective impact framework conditions for success therefore 
may suggest general process guidelines for setting and implementing the common agenda 
represented in the maps. 

Although we agree with the gist of the collective impact framework, we see some 
differences with the kind of community networks we are working with, which are often more 
loosely organized and less resourced. This means that planning and coordination tend to be 
less structured, and backbone support may not reside in officially designated organizations. 
Rather than talking about backbone support organizations, we therefore prefer to focus on the 
process of catalyzing collaboration within and across the community networks. Weber and 
Khademian (2008) talk about "collaborative capacity builders" as those participants having a 
long-time stake in and commitment to building the collaborative capacity required. Instead of 
limiting ourselves to that role being played by any particular organization, we see it as a more 
distributed and emergent coordination process emerging from a collaborative of 
organizations, communities, networks, and individuals, supported by the common agenda 
knowledge base. With the term collaboration catalysis we refer to this emergent process. 

Evaluating the collective impact of community networks: the value creation 

framework 

There is much potential for collective impact in such community networks, but how to 
become aware of it and get it to work? Conventional organizational governance and 
evaluation frameworks do not suffice to realize that potential. The collective impact 
framework, for example, does mention shared measurement, but focuses on aligning efforts at 
the operational level and keeping individual participants accountable. Still, how to evaluate 
the latent strategic impacts just below the operational surface of community networks? One 
candidate aiming to go beyond the operational network level, is the value creation framework 
(Wenger et al., 2011).  

The value creation framework aims to promote and assess value creation in communities 
and networks. It focuses on the learning that takes place in community involvement and 
networking, while creating an identity around a common agenda or area for learning. The 
interweaving of personal and collective narratives around a common agenda is key here. For 
crafting the collective narrative of the community network, network visualization techniques 
can be very useful by showing the structure of the network and indicating what the 
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connections are about. The narratives are both about what has happened and what should 
happen (as in the existing “IST” collaboration ecosystem versus the “SOLL" purposes in our 
community network ontology (De Moor, 2018)). 

At the heart of the value creation framework is a set of interlocking value creation cycles, 
with increasing collective impact:  

• Cycle 1 is about the immediate value: the community network activities and
interactions that have value of and in themselves (e.g. getting an answer to a question
or a useful meeting).

• Cycle 2 is about the potential value through the construction of knowledge capital the
value of which is to be realized later (e.g. social capital).

• Cycle 3 is about applied value by adapting and applying such capital to a specific
situation, resulting in changed practice (e.g. creating a working group to tackle a
specific next action that came out of a sensemaking session).

• Cycle 4 is about the realized value in the sense of how it actually led to performance
improvement (e.g. how the performed action actually changed the way things are
done).

• Finally, cycle 5 is about reframing value, the redefinition of what success in the
community network means (e.g. transforming the purposes, strategies, and ways of
working of the community network).

We will not work out the ways these cycles mesh with our own CommunitySensor stages 
in this paper. Suffice to say that participatory mapping and sensemaking do not aim to capture 
the details, but rather the conceptual essence of the collaboration actually or potentially taking 
place in community networks. The maps acting as conversation agendas are all about 
contrasting potential with applied and realized values, leading to reframing the collaboration 
in the next community network development cycle. Using value creation framework 
evaluation processes with relevant views on the maps (via the knowledge base, as explained 
in the next section), can strengthen both the mapping and the value creation approaches. One 
example of how the mapping could concretely connect cycle 2 (potential value) with cycle 3 
(applied value) could be identifying hubs of activities and stakeholders on a map, then in 
facilitated group conversation exploring which initiatives, projects, or programmes on the 
map they do or should connect to. 

Figure 2: The CommunitySensor process model of common agenda setting 
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Figure 2 shows the tentative CommunitySensor process model of common agenda setting. 
In italics, the process steps currently drawing from the collective impact and value creation 
frameworks. In future work, we aim to further refine this model. 

A knowledge base architecture of participatory collaboration 
mapping for common agenda setting 

Participatory collaboration mapping is essentially an iterative process of expanding and 
scaling up the conceptual common ground of a community network towards an ever more 
actionable and impactful common agenda. From a knowledge management point of view, this 
results in a growing knowledge base of the collaboration ecosystem. In line with Weber and 
Khademian (2008), we now return to the question how such a knowledge base could 
contribute to the collective collaborative capacity of the network. We decompose this into the 
following sub-questions:  

• What does it mean to find relevant conceptual and actionable common ground at
different scale levels of a collaboration ecosystem?

• What does a visual collaboration ecosystem-knowledge base look like?
• What knowledge structures (e.g. elements & connections, their types and categories,

indicators, views) & operations can help to support an evolutionary & scalable
common agenda setting-process?

• How to embed those structures & operations in theories & methods of community
network building & collective impact?

We provide some tentative answers to these fundamental questions in our treatment of the 
CommunitySensor knowledge base architecture for common agenda setting (Figure 3). 

Figure 3:	The CommunitySensor knowledge base architecture for common agenda 
setting 

The common agenda consists of all knowledge structures of the collaboration ecosystem 
that have been mapped and made sense of: element and connection types and type categories; 
elements and connections conforming to those types; and maps and views constructed out of 
those elements and types. The mapping stage starts with focusing on one or more focal 
wicked problems. Based on the mapping language and selected collaboration patterns (in 
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essence, templates guiding the mapping process), one or more collaboration maps and views 
on those maps to be used in sensemaking processes are produced (e.g. instead of visualizing 
the whole ecosystem, a view may only showing the stakeholders involved in the activities of 
the community network, so that it becomes easier to identify potential new collaborators). 
Selected maps and views are then used to drive the sensemaking process, for example, as 
discussion starters in a brainstorming workshop. In such a sensemaking process, issues, 
priorities, and next actions are defined, and themselves stored in the knowledge base. 
CommunitySensor itself does not prescribe how to build the community network (stage 3 of 
its community network development cycle). However, selected views on maps from the 
knowledge base can be used to augment the development processes in place in the community 
network. During that process, relevant operational data, indicators, and stories may be stored 
in the knowledge base, providing further context for the common agenda. Finally, during 
community network evaluation (typically, at a moment when a community network is 
explicitly reflecting upon itself, for example when reporting or preparing for a strategic 
transition), the maps, views, and data can be looked at as an ecological whole to reframe 
wicked problems and their emerging solutions. The resulting collective impact ideas can then 
be used as an input for the next mapping iteration. Note that the mapping and evaluation 
stages typically look at the bigger picture (the collected maps and views, involving 
representatives of all the stakeholders), while in the sensemaking and building stages, selected 
views are used  relevant to subsets of stakeholders involved in operational collaboration 
activities. 

In the remainder of this paper, we apply this knowledge base architecture lens in particular 
to the first stage of the common agenda setting process: finding various kinds of common 
ground in the community network mapping stage (potentially) relevant in the other stages. In 
(De Moor, 2018), we introduced the community network conceptual model that is at the heart 
of the CommunitySensor community network ontology. It was developed by analyzing a 
large number of community network mapping cases and shows important element and 
connection type (sub)categories, as well as their interrelationships. Key element type 
categories that can be found in some form in most maps include purposes, interactions 
contributing to the purposes, participants involved in the interactions, content being used and 
produced in the interactions, and resources supporting the interactions. This conceptual model 
provides a semantic foundation for defining a mapping language customized to the needs of a 
specific community network. It suggests (sub)categories to be taken into account when 
defining the relevant element and connection types. Similarly, it allows for comparisons to be 
made across community network maps by comparing the conceptual (sub)categories that 
different maps may have in common, even though their surface level terms used to label 
element and connection types may be very different. 

The element type categories can also be re-interpreted from the point of view of common 
agenda setting (Figure 4). The purposes could be said to be about the WHY? of the common 
agenda; the interactions about the WHAT? and WHEN?; the participants about the WHO? and 
both the content and resources about the HOW? These common agenda setting 
(meta)categories are only a first approximation. Still, they indicate how map elements could 
be used to identify who is to be involved about what, why, and how in the collaboration 
emerging in the community network. Such marked up, more meaningful map elements can 
help to identify both actionable (specific issues, priorities, and next actions from the 
perspective of particular participants) and conceptual (general collaboration properties 
following from the semantic structure of the community network) common ground. 
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Figure 4: The CommunitySensor community network conceptual model applied to 
common agenda setting 

In the next section, we use these ideas to explore how a knowledge base-driven approach 
could help in scaling up common agenda setting by discovering both actionable and 
conceptual collaborative common ground within and across community networks. We 
illustrate this by analyzing an ongoing case about agricultural participatory collaboration 
mapping in Malawi. In particular, we will look at the role that the mapping language and 
collaboration patterns play in defining both individual and common views on the knowledge 
base in order to arrive at an actionable common agenda. It is only a preliminary analysis, but 
does already provide interesting insights into the hitherto uncharted territory of using 
participatory collaboration mapping for common agenda setting purposes. 

Applying the knowledge base architecture: finding common ground 
in Malawian agricultural stakeholder collaborations 

The Southern African country of Malawi has an agricultural governance system consisting 
of many layers of organizational structure between the national and the village levels. This 
can result in collaboration inefficiencies if not carefully coordinated. In a joint initiative 
by INGENAES (Integrating Gender and Nutrition within Agricultural Extension 
Services) and the Malawi-based SANE (Strengthening Agricultural and Nutrition 
Extension) sister project – both being implemented by the University of Illinois –  a pilot was 
started to use participatory collaboration mapping to strengthen the District Agriculture 
Extension Services System (DAESS). This is the country’s decentralised extension 
framework for enabling agricultural stakeholders to enhance coordination and collaboration. 
It consists of a large number of fora and processes for engaging in knowledge sharing within 
and across levels, from the national (ministry) level, all the way down to the local (village) 
level. Our aim was to engage in a participatory process of identifying and organising 
agricultural issues for collective action within and across the governance levels. 

The pilot started in September 2017, and is still ongoingi. Pilot activities so far have 
included:  
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• Defining a community network mapping language based on the CommunitySensor
community network ontology and tailored to the Malawian DAESS needs;

• Creating a seed map using this language to capture the essence of the Malawian
agricultural collaboration and governance ecosystem;

• Training by CommunitySense of 10 Malawian agricultural extension professionals in
both the CommunitySensor methodology and Kumu network visualization tool used
to create the online versions of the collaboration ecosystem maps;

• Two field visits applying the methodology to local agricultural communities;
• A stakeholder sharing session with national Malawian agricultural organizations;
• Continuing to use and expand the mapping approach at the regional, district, and

national levels.

A federation of collaboration ecosystem maps 

In (De Moor, 2018), we described the process of how during the field visits we intensively 
involved local communities in mapping their own agricultural activities, with a key role for 
the agricultural extension officers in converting the local physical maps into their electronic 
equivalents. In the current paper, we look at some key Malawi DAESS maps that have been 
created since. We do this from the common agenda setting-perspective introduced in the 
current paper, focusing on the federated knowledge base emerging from these maps. 

Figure 5: A federation of Malawi agricultural governance ecosystem maps (adapted 
from Feed the Future) 
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We apply our analysis to five maps (Figure 5) that form a cross-section of the DAESS 
agricultural governance system: (1) a rough sketch of the national collaboration ecosystem 
produced at the start of the collaboration pilot; (2-3) two collaboration ecosystem maps at the 
intermediate DAECC (District Agricultural Extension Coordinating Committee) level; and (4-
5) two maps at the (aggregate village) ASP (Area Stakeholder Panel) level (the first versions
of which were created during our initial field visits). Although the elements and connections
vary extensively across the maps, they all use the same underlying mapping language (i.e. the
same element and connection types and layout conventions). This should make cross-case
comparison possible, as the element (and connection) types used are the same for all maps
(Table 1).

Table 1: Classifying Malawi DAESS mapping element types 

Element Type Element Type (Sub)category Common Agenda 
Category 

Agricultural Activity Purposes (Themes/Topics) WHY? 
Community/Network Participants (Communities/Networks) WHO? 
Extension Method Purposes (Themes/Topics) WHY? 
Location Content (Locations) HOW? 
Organization / Extension 
Structure 

Participants (Organizations) WHO? 

Initiative / Project / 
Programme 

Interactions (Initiatives / Projects / 
Programmes) 

WHAT? WHEN? 

Question / Issue Content (Questions / Issues) HOW? 
Resource Resources (Assets) HOW? 
Target Group Participants (Target Groups) WHO? 

Figure 6 shows an example of the online version of one of these maps (the DAECC 
Lilongwe Map), which was produced using the online network visualization tool Kumuii we 
use in CommunitySensor. Note that we have zoomed out significantly to show the overall 
bird's eye view, making individual element labels not readable. The example is only to give a 
general idea of the structure of a typical map and to introduce the (color-coded) element types 
used in the Malawian maps. Note that in this example analysis we do not look at connection 
types, as element types carry the most semantic meaning and the complexities of connection 
types – as well as explaining the collaboration patterns prescribing which element types can 
interconnect - require much more space than available here. 

Figure 6: Example Malawi DAESS map 
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Building actionable common ground: defining relevant conversation agendas 

Common agenda setting is first of all about finding common actionable ground across 
stakeholders. The maps produced in the community network mapping stage provide crucial 
collaboration context for stakeholders to identify issues, priorities and agree upon next actions 
in the ensuing sensemaking process. Now, what does this collaboration context look like? The 
most encompassing view is that of the total collaboration ecosystem, including all elements 
and their connections (the "bird's eye view"). However, this is only one possible view. In fact, 
there is a myriad of conceivable views that zoom in on specific parts of the collaboration 
ecosystem. First of all, all participants have their own interests, expertise, and experience, so 
different views may be relevant to them individually. However, in terms of (partially) 
common agenda setting, such individual views are typically aligned in meeting agendas. The 
purpose of working meetings is not to unify the interests and perspectives of all stakeholders, 
but to identify enough common ground to move forward with the collaboration, 
circumscribed by all kinds of factors such as project goals, budgets, political realities etc. One 
way to use map views is to come up with the conversation agendas that can support such 
meetings by selecting a set of relevant topics, their interconnections, and – crucial – 
collaboration context. 

Figure 7: An example map view as a potential conversation agenda 

In knowledge base terms, such a map view can be defined as a query on the element and 
connection types or even on specific elements and connections. For example, say that in the 
Malawi case the purpose of a meeting is to discuss how the (Extension Methods) Training 
workshops (farmers & staff) and Field days are already being used by the (Target Group) 
Youth. Such a focus can be formulated as a knowledge base query and applied to individual 
maps or the federation of maps as a whole. For the Lilongwe DAECC map, this could result 
in the map view depicted in Figure 7. It shows that there are two projects (AgDiv and SANE) 
and one organization (LSPCA) that apparently play a key role in this constellation, otherwise 
they would not have been selected and linked to these specific elements on the map by the 
community network. Showing this view could be the opening move in a brainstorming 
session with the stakeholders involved in the agenda setting process to, for instance, define 
new actions, projects and policies on this particular topic. 
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Building conceptual common ground: semantic community network analysis 

Besides using queries to generate specific conversation agendas, there is another way to 
identify common (conceptual) ground, which we call semantic community network analysis. 
Such analysis aims to identify collaboration potential in the structural and semantic properties 
of the community network. In this exploratory paper, we do not go into the theoretical 
background of this type of analysis. We refer to (De Moor, 2018) for basic ideas on how 
collaborative ontology engineering and social network analysis can be used to inform the 
construction of such analytical approaches. Here, we sketch one possible R&D direction we 
are currently exploring in terms of common agenda setting. It is still work-in-progress, but 
provides some concrete starting points on how to use this type of analysis for identifying 
potential common ground in community networks. We show two examples of such semantic 
analysis, the first one focusing on the most commonly used element type categories across 
maps, the second on what are the element type categories of their most connected elements. 
Of course, the elements and connections mapped are not generated in a controlled experiment, 
but they are also not meaning-less: the connected elements within a map represent the 
collaboration ecosystem elicited from and by the stakeholders involved in a carefully 
designed participatory process, so their classification says something about the conceptual 
focus of their common agenda. Likewise, by examining conceptual similarities within and 
across maps, actionable (concrete agenda setting) ideas for scaling up collaboration across 
community networks could be developed. 

Element type category usage 

First, we counted the occurrences of all element types used in each of the five Malawi 
maps and grouped them by element type category. We also included an aggregate of those 
maps (the Malawi-country map) as a proxy for their federation. 

Table 2: Element type category usage in the Malawi DAESS maps 

Table 2 shows their relative occurrences. In yellow, the most prevalent element type 
category per map is indicated. At a glance, we can see that across most of the maps, 
participants are a key category. This makes sense, as WHO? should be involved is of the 
essence in agricultural agenda setting. When expanding the participants-category, we see that 
organizations are the most occurring (in orange) subcategory. This also seems logical, as 
(currently) mostly formal organizations are leading in Malawian DAESS governance. 
Interestingly, in the (national) DAESS-pilot map, target groups (e.g. lead farmers, female 
producers), were the most important participants-category (as well as in a shared first place in 
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the ASP Mbwadzulu-map, and also to quite an extent in the other maps). This might suggest 
that lists of potential target groups could be compiled from the various maps constructed and 
effectively used to inform future mapping sessions. Remarkable is also that purposes are so 
important in the DAESS-Pilot map. Again, this follows, since that map was especially used to 
capture the overall DAESS structures (which focuses on strategic themes and topics around 
which collaboration could and should emerge), whereas many of the district and area level 
maps focus more on the existing collaborations. Still, again this relative lack of purpose-
elements at those more operational level collaboration ecosystems suggests that 
(operationalized) themes and topics might be more explicitly used in mapping exercises to 
generate new ideas for initiatives. Vice versa, (federated) operational maps could be 
contrasted with the purposes represented at the national level maps, thus informing policy 
making and strategic planning by say the ministries and international donors. Another 
interesting observation is the importance of resources in the ASP-Mbwadzulu case, 
suggesting that there participants are already working on mapping solutions to addressing 
collaboration problems (e.g. using communal irrigated land in initiatives). This finding could 
be used to create ways to provide new focal points for mapping (follow-up) sessions for the 
other mapping initiatives. 

Element type category centrality 

A second kind of semantic community network analysis combines our classification of 
element types with some core social network analysis metrics, to identify what types of 
elements are most connected. In (De Moor, 2018), we showed three of those metrics built into 
Kumu: degree (the number of connections an element has), closeness (the distance an element 
is from all other elements), and betweenness (how many times an element is the 
bridge/bottleneck between other elements in the network). Table 3 shows the values of these 
metrics for each map. 

Table 3: Element type centrality in the Malawi DAESS maps 
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Let us for our explanatory purpose focus on closeness centrality, which is often used for 
identifying which elements can quickly spread information or effects. One interesting 
observation is that for closeness, all most-connected elements concern 
initiatives/projects/programmes (with the exception of the DAESS-National map, but 
NeverEndingFood which was classified as a community/network has de facto all the qualities 
of an initiative/project/programme). This - literally - central role for 
initiatives/projects/programmes suggests that this element type category forms a backbone for 
scaling up common agenda setting processes in complex collaborative governance networks 
like in Malawi. 

Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, we extended our CommunitySensor methodology for participatory 
community network mapping in order to help it support collective impact efforts around 
wicked problems. Building on prior work (De Moor, 2017; De Moor et al., 2017; De Moor, 
2018),  we examined how the methodology can be applied to support a core collective impact 
process: common agenda setting. To this purpose, we first introduced a process model of 
participatory collaboration mapping for common agenda setting, positioning 
CommunitySensor with respect to two related conceptual frameworks: the collective impact 
framework (Kania and Kramer, 2011) and the value creation framework (Wenger et al, 2011). 
Starting from this process model, we then introduced the CommunitySensor knowledge base 
architecture that forms the linking pin between our participatory collaboration mapping 
approach and common agenda setting processes. 

Next, we outlined an essential part of our current R&D agenda: how to create a knowledge 
base-driven approach for scalable participatory collaboration mapping to support common 
agenda setting. In the Malawi case, we showed how the common mapping language takes 
center stage in creating and using the knowledge base. Although in this paper we did not look 
at the collaboration patterns/templates used to create the maps, we used the underlying 
community network ontology to classify and analyse the resulting maps. In particular, we 
applied the ontology to create relevant map views on the collaboration knowledge base, in 
order to discover (potential) common ground. We illustrated three possible components of 
such an approach: (1) working with a federation of collaboration ecosystem maps all (at least 
partially) sharing the same community network conceptual model and mapping language; (2) 
building more actionable common ground through defining relevant conversation agendas and 
(3) discovering conceptual common ground through semantic community network analysis.
Note that this conceptual common ground is tightly linked to the actionable common ground,
how exactly they overlap is still a very open research question.

The Malawi maps we used to illustrate our ideas were not syntactically "perfect", as they 
only partially conformed to the agreed upon mapping semantics. For example, some 
connections were not typed; others did not follow meaning constraints (e.g. an organization 
was stated to be involved in a target group instead of in an initiative/project/programme; and 
sometimes the intended directions of connections were reversed). Some of the most obvious 
mistakes we repaired, but we left less obvious cases as-is. Part of such mapping mistakes are 
caused by lack of enforcement of type constraints by Kumu. However, part of it may also 
have to do with unclear semantics of especially the connection types. One improvement could 
be to use more specific and meaningful connection types, so that mappers better know which 
one to select in a more natural way. 

In this paper, we focused on the knowledge representation and analysis dimensions of the 
participatory collaboration mapping process. Of course, this is only one piece of the socio-
technical puzzle, and arguably not even the most important one. Crucial is the willingness and 
ability of the community involved to engage effectively. As in all Community Informatics 
(CI) initiatives, many social impediments stand in the way between ideals and results: lack of
resources such as time and money, power politics, lack of mapping skills, etc. In a related
visual story, we account for some the ways around these hurdles in the Malawi caseiii. In  (De
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Moor et al., 2017), we showed how we overcame some of these barriers in another case: 
supporting knowledge sharing and learning in a global agricultural conference by combining 
mapping and facilitation processes. The CI literature abounds with creative approaches to 
mitigate such issues, so we refer to that general body of work defining our field.   

Our examples of what concrete conversation agendas could look like in terms of 
meaningful views and of the semantic community network analysis procedures presented 
were only provisional, and will be more systematically worked out in near-future research. 
Furthermore, we also aim to expand the alignment of the CommunitySensor community 
network building and evaluation stages with the collective impact and value creation 
frameworks, among other established methodologies, in particular cultivating communities of 
practice (Wenger et al., 2002) and network weaving (Holley, 2012). This alignment with 
related methodologies is crucial, since a knowledge-based participatory collaboration 
mapping approach is a necessary, but definitely not a sufficient condition for common agenda 
setting. Mapping and making sense of the maps produced is not an independent process but to 
augment other methodologies for community network building and evaluation. 

Concluding, as Wenger et al say: 

"the collective narrative of a network comes about through external 
perspectives of 'what’s happening'. That is why network visualization 

techniques can be very useful in revealing the structure of the network, 
indicating what the connections are about and stimulating the 
construction of a collective narrative (Wenger et al, 2011)".  

Through our knowledge base-driven approach to participatory collaboration mapping, we 
hope to support and augment the scalable weaving process of such a collective narrative. We 
look forward to join forces with those who have already blazed related methodological trails 
towards more collective impact. 
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